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KEP MARINE DEBUTS KEPM-CAM CAMERA AND VIDEO RECORDING SYSTEM

Innovative Electronics Company Announces Partnership with Marine Camera Leader Iris Innovations

Eatontown, N.J. – Kessler-Ellis Products (KEP) Marine, the manufacturer of industry-leading marine sunlight readable displays, and high-quality marine hardware and software products, announced today its camera and video recording system, the KEPM-CAM. Available in two models, the KCAM-RAC and KEPMCAM-RAC-AC computer systems include an Intel i5 and i7 microprocessor, respectively, and can support up to 16 feeds. Featuring secure, tamper-proof software with date and time stamping capabilities that satisfy the requirements of recent regulations in tournament fishing, motion detection, alarming, and remote access via modem or smart phone, the KEPM-CAM is one of the most innovative video recording solutions available for the marine market.

“The new KEPM-CAM is extremely powerful and packed with advanced features that make it the ideal recording system for commercial and recreational marine use, as well as many industrial and residential applications,” said Tony Zuccarelli, vice president of KEP Marine. “It is indisputably the most versatile, convenient and reliable video recording system available, and ideal for anyone who want to keep their eye on the action.”

The KCAM-RAC includes a 2TB rackmount digital recording system, 8GB of memory and an Intel i5 processor. The KEPMCAM-RAC-AC includes a 4TB digital recording system, 16GB of memory, an Intel i7 processor and 500GB of removable storage. Both systems feature a CD/DVD read-write optical drive, a key fob for remote start/stop and a Windows 7 Pro operating system. The recording systems are fully compatible with the KEP KCAM-IP2HD waterproof outrigger/rail-mount Hi-Definition camera as well as the company’s full line of marine cameras. The systems are housed in U2 rackmount enclosures, operate in 110/240AC power environments and have an operating temperature range of 0- to 65-degrees C (32- to 149-

-more-
degrees F). KEP offers a range of options for the KEPM-CAM including storage, solid-state hard drives, Blu-ray and memory options.

The KEPM-CAM recording system is easy to install and each unit is factory preprogrammed to match the operator's individual needs. KEP’s latest software makes it easier than ever to view page configurations, playback video, record and edit footage. In addition, insurance companies, courts and tournament officials, accept it as legal tamperproof software. The new all-in-one KEP recording system has all the features, components and capabilities required; eliminating the need for video scalers and other expensive additional equipment.

Available from authorized KEP Marine dealers and distributors worldwide, the KEP KEPM-CAM Camera and Recording System comes with a two-year warranty and has a suggested retail price of US $4,900. For more information on the KEPM-CAM, KEP Marine’s full marine video camera suite or the entire line of KEP marine electronics, contact 800-631-2165 (toll-free) in the USA or visit www.kepmarine.com. For more information on Iris Innovations, visit http://www.boat-cameras.com.
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About KEP Marine:
KEP has designed and manufactured high-quality industrial hardware and software products for over fifty years. Entering the marine market ten years ago with innovative vessel monitoring systems, the company now offers industry-leading marine sunlight readable displays, glass bridge displays, monitor management interfaces, marine computers, multimedia systems, and video recording and security systems. Known for providing top-of-the-line, highly reliable products and integrated solutions, as well as unparalleled support and warranty protection, KEP works with over one hundred distributors and representatives worldwide. www.kepmarine.com
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